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Innovation Lab 3

o Observations/postulations

o Background/Analysis

o Exercise: exploring policy 
frameworks that accomodates
the 3 policy goals
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3 OVERRIDING INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY GOALS OF PUBLIC FINANCE  

Economic Development

Sustainability

Level playing field in trade
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The three policy goals are
linked but…..

• we deal with them separately (export
finance, development finance, sustainable
finance, blended finance, climate finance
etc.)

• We count them differently

• We apply different standards and rules

…. And the risk is a disequilibrium between
the policy goals where the objective of one
goal impedes the others

OBSERVATION 1



OBSERVATION 2
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Export finance and development finance is converging…

• Focus on good governance

• Focus on social and environmental
standards

• Demands for SDG contribution

• Enormous SDG financing gap

• Focus on catalytic instruments

• Focus on mobilising private 
capital

Trade finance Development finance



OBSERVATION 3
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Some believe that the purpose of 
financing is the determining factor i.e. only
finance that has sustainability as a 
purpose can be sustainable. 

Or only finance aimed at supporting trade
can distort trade.  
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Understanding the 
observations

STUDY ON CONVERGENCE OF 
DEVELOPMENT FINANCE AND EXPORT 
FINANCE

November 2019
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Theoretical background
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Principles of interventions
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Overview
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Overview
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Overview
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Conclusions

• The study confirms a convergence between institutions 
and mandates

• The study identifies a potential for using this 
convergence, for example through increased cooperation 

• The study makes clear that very different regulatory 
frameworks apply to instruments and institutions that are 
becoming increasingly similar. 
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Group Discussion

• How do we achieve a level playing field, sustianability and economic development
simultaneously?

• Which political ambitions, trends and policy frameworks exist in each field?

• Do they impede each other, are they mutually exclusive, or can they work together? If so 
how?

Please use the chat function to request the floor during the interactive group discussion
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Economic Development

What are the existing relevant policy 
Frameworks, ambitions, global structures for public interventions?

•

•

•

•

Sustainability

What are the existing relevant policy 
Frameworks, ambitions, global structures for public interventions?

•

•

•

Level playing field in trade

Existing relevant policy 
frameworks, ambitions, global structures
for public interventions?

•

•

•

•



Questions for discussion

1. Are the three goals mutually exclusive?

2. How do you ensure that governments don’t compete with attractive financial packages? Are 
there any existing measures that should remain? Are any changes necessary?

3. To achieve a level playing field in the use of government financing what is the ideal structure? 
Do we have the ideal structure globally? China has one approach, OECD countries another?

4. Which is best at achieving the level playing field/economic development/sustainability?

5. What is the greatest challenge for a level playing field/increasing economic 
development/sustainability in the use of official finance? 

6. Do any of your views change when you add the aim of promoting economic development and 
enhancing sustainability? 
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